ANNEX 11
Summary of the International Conference on “IBSSA against terrorism”
during the 12th Congress of IBSSA
26th October 2007, Belgrade / SERBIA

At 1 pm the International Conference on “IBSSA against terrorism” started with the presence of the Press, guests
and numerous high-ranking personalities.
VIP Guests of the Conference:
H.E. Ambassador Nyaho Nyaho TAMAKLOE – Embassy of Ghana
Mr. Gregorz JERZIKOWSKY, Minister Counsellor – Embassy of Poland
Col. Florentin PERA, Defence attaché – Embassy of Romania
Mr. Ivan BETTYAR, Deputy Head of UN Office in Belgrade
Col. John CAPPELLO, Air Attaché – Embassy of USA
Mrs. Susan McSWEENEY CAPPELLO, Cultural liaison officer – Embassy of USA
Mr. Maksim RIBKIN, Second Secretary – Embassy of the Russian Federation
Mr. Vojislav MILOSEVIC – Director of the “Centre for Counter Terrorism and World Peace” organisation
Dr. Marko NICOVIC was requested to act as moderator during the conference and chair the event.
Introductory speech – Prof. George Popper Ph.D. (HUN), President of IBSSA about the “Integration of IBSSA into
international system of security with the aim to prevent terrorism and organized crime”

International fight against narcotics trafficking – “Narco-cartels”
Marko Nicović, Ph.D. – 1st Vice President of IBSSA and Representative of UNO for South Europe concerning
Narcotics, was talking about: narco–cartels and potential dangerous what this region have to treat with in the future, a
propose that domain of organized crime should be justifiable, requirements of prevention and spreading organized criminal
activity on a local level.
World terrorism – “Contemporary terrorism as the world challenge“
Prof. Dragan Simeunović, Ph.D. Head of Specialist Studies on terrorism – Faculty of Political Science, Director of
the Institute for Security Studies and Terrorism Research, pointed out practice which are already exist in most cities
throughout the world. This practice considers that government gave some authority to private security companies. Vienna is an
example, where private security companies resolve the problems of parking and displacement cars, also. In that case, police
are available to resolve more serious problems.
“Only if there is Legislative state, integration of private sector in governmental security system will be possible”, were the
conclusion words of Prof. Dragan Simeunović.
“Global security and terrorism”
Prof. Andrija Savić, Ph.D. Police Academy – Belgrade, was talking about global security and fight against terrorism. He
had pointed out that the IBSSA is the most properly one, its work is based on security section, and it’s the best example of
integration private agencies into global level.
“Private security sector in service of the protection against terrorism and organized crime”
Milovan Lakušić, Ph.D. Regional Representative of IBSSA for Serbia, owner of “M-Protekt” Company - Belgrade,
was indicated a fact that about 2.720 private companies in Serbia function like security companies which have employed by
40,000 people. Mr. Lakušić claimed also that these companies have been represented potential ones in the fight against all
factors of threats, foremost against terrorism and organized crime.
Mr. Lakušić had allowed that private security companies would know these facilities and capacity of activities only with correct
jurisdiction in this field, also, there will be a sanction for all companies, which are contempt conventional obligatory.
The conclusion was that the private sector could be useful to governmental security services, to give information and human
and technical interchanging, to which private companies are available.
“Terrorism”
Dr. Vladimir Vyskoc (SVK), Country Representative of IBSSA for Slovakia, Chairman of IBSSA Investigation Department, exchief of the Narcotics Enforcement Department of the Slovakian Police
Security challenges – “Predisposition for practicing security service in the field of private protection (bodyguards and
detectives) according to European standards”
Božidar Prelević, expert who participated in draught the Law of private protection and detectives claimed that it
should be some specifications, which will be indicated in the Law of private protection and detectives. Just by that approach,
private security companies could be suitable to practice that kind of activities.
“Security challenges, risks and threats in South-Eastern Europe - situation and trends”
Colonel Branislav ðorñević, Ph.D. Member of Atlantic Council, spokes very augment about security challenges, risks and
threats which are today in South-Eastern Europe. He presented the current situation of Serbia’s position, tendency, to which
Serbia use to tend, because Serbia needs to be a part of both European and world integration.

Finishing the Conference H.E. Ambassador Nyaho Nyaho TAMAKLOE – Embassy of Ghana briefly reported about
the importance of the fight against terrorism and spoke in flattering terms about IBSSA and its significant work.
His Excellency also expressed the intention of close cooperation with IBSSA.

